MOVABLE POOL FLOORS

A pool that suits
all your clients’
needs.

Same place   
Same day
15 minutes later

A NEW
GENERATION OF
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
POOLS

The pool of the future is more than just a pool; it’s a
water feature that appears and disappears in mere
minutes, right in front of amazed users’ eyes. It’s a pool
whose depth can be adjusted to ensure the safety of
younger swimmers. It’s a retractable patio, ready to
be outfitted with sofas, tables or yoga mats. It’s an
eco-friendly solution that reduces evaporation during
the day and minimizes heat loss at night. Delivering the
ultimate in flexibility, AKVO SPIRALIFT will perfectly
complement your hotel or residential complex.

MAKE THE MOST
OF YOUR
SURFACE AREA

Installing a variable-depth pool in a condo complex
meets the changing needs of residents and broadens
the base of potential buyers. In hotels, it maximizes
profits through the addition of lucrative new uses, such
as a snack bar, lounge space, restaurant or night club.
Multiply your return on investment by doubling the
possibilities without doubling floor space.

TRANSFORM
YOUR SPACE
AT THE TOUCH OF
A BUTTON.
With AKVO SPIRALIFT, you don’t have to choose between a pool and a lounge
bar: you can have both, and in the same space. Thanks to a movable floor that
lifts and lowers with ease, in just 15 minutes your pool transforms itself to suit the
needs and activities of your clients. Imagine a shallow pool for young swimmers
at 4 pm, a full-sized pool at 6 pm, a bar at 8 pm and a dance floor at 10 pm…
giving your space a full range of entertainment choices.

CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY AND
CUSTOM DESIGN:
THE BEST OF BOTH
WORLDS
Our innovative movable pool floors are
complemented by a silent, invisible and
space-saving mechanism. No need for a

For any exterior
or interior pool;

separate control room or an additional
waterproof recess for the motor: everything
happens under the water, beneath the floor
of the pool. The system can be adapted for

For pools of all shapes and sizes,
with or without in-pool stairs;

any environment, respects the existing
architectural integrity of your space, and
adds an elegant touch.

For any depth of pool;
For any style:
allows a wide selection of retractable
patio finishes to complement
any decor.

BEHIND THE SCENES
Beneath an AKVO movable pool floor
there is a technology that has been
trusted in the scenic, aerospace
and automotive industries for over
25 years: the SpiraliftTM. Compact yet
powerful, this stainless steel lifting
system is used by car manufacturers
like Ferrari, General Motors, Renault
and Kia, and found in prestigious
venues such as the Paris Philharmonic,
London’s Royal Opera House, and New
York’s Carnegie Hall, as well as in flight
simulators around the world.
Canadian Paco Group developed and
patented the Spiralift system. Today,
the group has delivered some 2000
projects in 65 countries through its
subsidiaries Paco Spiralift (industrial
applications), Gala Systems (scenic
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equipments and multipurpose halls)
and AKVO SPIRALIFT (movable pool
floor systems).

